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Pharmacy Career Conference is conceptualized for Pharmacy Students 
and Professionals who would like to explore the nontraditional pharmacy career 
options. The students and professionals who attend this conference would get an 
opportunity to meet industry stalwarts who will share their strategies and challenging 
stories in pursuing nontraditional pharmacy career options and  learn  on  the current 
market trends and various opportunities within the sector.

The conference would witness series of interesting sessions by the industry leaders with The conference would witness series of interesting sessions by the industry leaders with 
an aim to help the freshers to understand the dynamics and develop the skills  to  keep 
themselves ahead in the race. The initiative will bring  together  students  from  various 
pharmacy  colleges  and  Industry Mentors  along  with  the  Hiring  Managers  from top 
companies to help the students to make right career choices.

This platform helps students to clear all their queries and enables them to broaden their 
mind to make right choices for their future.
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Pharmacy Career Conference is the only platform in the region that brings 
together Students from various Pharmacy Colleges to learn about various 
career options available upon the completion of their pharmacy career.

 brand awareness amongst job seekers
hundreds of Pharma Graduates on a single platform

 directly through Business card Exchange
 the future leaders of the Pharma Industry
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Why sponsor?

Jobseekers will be looking for clues about what it would be like to work for 
you, through what your brand is saying to them. If your brand is benefitting 
from more exposure, candidates will naturally gravitate towards what they 
think is the best company to work for within the room.



PRA Consultancy is a leading consultancy in Healthcare 
Regulatory Affairs in the GCC region. Established in 2013, 
PRA Consultancy has evolved itself by delivering 
Knowledge based events for the Healthcare and 
Pharmaceutical sector.

PRA Consulting brings you 
knowledge based Events and Training in the Health Sector

Over the years PRA has curated and delivered highly 
informative events for the industry professionals which 
has made it a trendsetter in the region. Our mission is to 
elevate the standards of innovative event management 
to deliver experiential events that engage and enthrall 
the target audience

Our expert team works passionately and research the 
most sought topics to craft our events with focus on 
interactivity and knowledge sharing platform.

About us:

“ The world runs on interactions, 
We provide the Platforms “
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